Introductory
ending din of political conflict." It is that unity which
explains the -remarkable contrast between the political
history of Great Britain and that of its continental
neighbours.
It is a unity born of economic success, of success in war,
of success in empire-building. Out of these came an
expanding volume of wealth which permitted the policy •
of concessions which Bagehot recommended to be con-
tinuously applied. Moments of danger, like those of the
Chartist movement, were transcended peacefully because
sach of them broadly synchronized with a great economic
move forward which permitted the conference of increas-
ing material benefit upon the masses. That conference,
moreover, in nowise endangered, at least until the close
rf the war, the privileges or the security of the "better"
:lasses; even so late as   1908  an  eminent American
>bserver could see no future for the Labour Party save as
i minor partner in the Liberal alliance. It was widely held,
intil the outbreak of the war, that the capitalist founda-
lons of society were not seriously in question. It was
>elieved that the new socialized Liberalism of whidi,
>erhaps, T. H. Green was the most notable exponent,
tad built a philosophy of State-intervention which would
afeguard in perpetuity at least the large outlines of the
Victorian compromise. The main bulk of British Socialists
hemselves hardly doubted the validity of this view.
Nourished, directly or indirectly, on the views of the
>abian school, they thought of the State-power as a
eutral force which responded objectively to the will of an
lectoral majority. They had no doubt that reason was on
Jieir side; and they assumed that they had only to persuade
Siat majority that they were right, to proceed to use the
ower of the State for the Socialist transformation of
conomic institutions.
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